FROM EAST TO WEST
they were in pain, they moaned and groaned and were
in a panic lest they should be crippled, unfit for work.
But as soon as they began to improve, they were telling
jokes and funny stories, making up to the nurses, and
singing; they were ready for anything and everything,
even to go right back into battle. ... If you told them:
"Comrade, vodka's bad for you!" they would laugh and
say: "Vodka? Oho! Just watch me drink a hundred
grams—it'll cure all*diseases in a jiffy!" And what could
you say to them? They were right—it would.
Such are Russian men. Faina, a Russian woman,
could understand them. ... "You don't know anything
about life, my dear,53 she thought, listening in silence
to Olga Mikhailovna. "You see all this as a pathetic
picture. A wounded man lying groaning; 'Sister! Water!
A drop of water!' And yourself over him like an angel of
mercy. ... No, my dear, it may happen that you get a
glass of medicine flung in your lace, because here you've
got nerve-shattered, irritable cases, they've been looking
death in the face; and you wipe it off and say nothing,
and bring some more medicine, and persuade him to
drink it—that's what being a nurse means. And while
you've been attending to him, there's another one gone
to take a walk along the train."
Faina said nothing of all this aloud; there are certain
regulations issued by the medical corps, there are
instructions from the evacuation and transit station,
there are a commandant and a commissar in the
train—she, Faina, was small fry, it wasn't for her to be
pushing herself forward with her opinions..,.
But Faina found unexpected support in Julia Dmitri-
yevna.
"The doctor's assistant won't ever get anywhere," she
said one day,
Faina glowed.
"Why do you think so?"
"Her whole life's made up of small, trifling
They fill all her thoughts. She's no time to spare for'
big things."
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